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A B S T R A C T   

Reducing the energy consumed by space cooling and providing outstanding thermally insulated 
windows are essential requirements for a smart green building. In this study, a new building 
design concept for envelope/façade is proposed and demonstrated, providing a solution for 
thermal management in buildings. This new design for the envelope/façade of buildings com-
prises two major passive and energy-free technologies, a daytime radiative cooler and a ther-
mochromic smart window. The PDMS-silica-silver daytime passive radiative cooler can provide a 
cooling effect to the indoor environment without energy input, meanwhile the thermochromic 
smart window using PNIPAm hydrogel can passively modulate the solar irradiance entering 
buildings through windows. Hence, the energy needed for indoor heating, cooling and lighting 
can be reduced significantly. To evaluate the energy-saving performance, model houses are built, 
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one of which is assembled using the proposed building design. The orientation effect on the in-
door air temperature of the model houses is investigated. Under intensive solar irradiance, a 
maximum reduction of 4.8 ◦C of the indoor air temperature is achieved in the model house 
constructed using the proposed building design. An energy saving of about 17% of air- 
conditioning systems in buildings constructed with this new design is expected during daytime 
operation.   

1. Introduction 

Energy efficient strategies to sustain thermal comfort are widely sought to reduce the energy burden of traditional HVAC solutions, 
which account for nearly 50% of energy consumed in buildings, or between 10 and 20% of the total energy consumption in developed 
countries [1,2]. Passive thermal management systems, which rely on innate thermodynamic properties to regulate heat without the 
need for an external energy source, offer a logical path towards the search for efficient thermal management systems. Furthermore, 
passive systems do not rely on parts such as fans or heat pumps, hence they are simpler in design and less prone to mechanical failure 
than active systems. In this study, we investigate the combined and synergistic effect of daytime passive radiative coolers (DPRC) and 
thermochromic smart windows (TSW), two promising developments in passive thermal management, on the indoor air temperature of 
model houses under real environmental conditions in Hong Kong’s hot and humid climate. 

Daytime passive radiative cooling is a cooling strategy which can cool buildings without the high energy consumption of most 
conventional active cooling systems. Additionally, radiative cooling does not require the use of refrigerants, which contribute to ozone 
depletion and the greenhouse effect. As such, DPRCs have the potential to be environmentally friendly alternatives to traditional 
cooling solutions. Passive radiative cooling is based on the natural heat sink of outer space (~3 K). By maximizing the cooler’s 
emissivity at wavelengths in the atmospheric transparency window (8–13 μm), heat can be successfully radiated away to the universe. 
Nocturnal cooling based on this principle is well established [3–5], with nighttime climatization in tropical climates known since 
ancient times, and the earliest detailed scientific presentation of spectrally selective infrared radiators dating back to 1959 [4]. By 
maintaining high solar reflectance (0.3–2.5 μm, > 95%), absorption of solar radiation is minimized, therefore a net cooling effect can 
also be achieved during the daytime despite higher daytime cooling demand [6]. Daytime passive radiative cooling has been studied in 
a broad range of climate conditions with a variety of materials and structures, including photonic crystals [7], metallic gratings [8], 
conic [9] and pyramidal [10] metamaterials, and even bio-inspired nanostructures [11]. 

A DPRC’s performance is characterized by two metrics: net cooling power and net ambient temperature reduction. Radiative 
cooling under direct sunlight to below ambient air temperature was first achieved in 2014 using a nanophotonic structure featuring 7 
alternating layers of hafnium dioxide (HfO2) and silicon dioxide (SiO2) with a silver (Ag) solar reflector. This cooler featured a 97% 
solar reflectance and achieved a steady state temperature 4.9 ◦C below ambient air temperature and a net cooling power of 40 W/m2 in 
the dry climate of Stanford, California [6]. This promising design was also tested in the sub-tropical climate of Hong Kong. However, 
while a nighttime temperature reduction of 6–7 ◦C was achieved, daytime cooling could not be realized, as the atmospheric trans-
parency was greatly reduced due to the presence of water vapor, typical of a humid climate [12,13]. Although well-designed multilayer 
nanophotonic structures can provide good cooling performance, one major drawback is the costly fabrication process, which requires 
nano-scale precision. As such, research in this area focuses on creating simplified designs and using common, inexpensive materials to 
achieve scalable radiative cooling at low cost. In 2016, a 3-layer DPRC was proposed [14], featuring silicon nitride (Si3N4), amorphous 
silicon (Si), and aluminum (Al) layers, deposited on a silicon wafer. Under high vacuum (~10− 5 Torr), an average temperature 
reduction of 37 ◦C and maximum temperature reduction of 42 ◦C from the ambient were achieved over a 24-h cycle during the winter 
in Stanford, California. Recently, common polymer materials such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [15–17] and polyethylene tere-
phthalate (PET) [18] have been explored in radiative cooling applications due to their low cost and strong infrared emittance, attaining 
daytime ambient temperature reductions of 8–11 ◦C and 2 ◦C respectively. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) [19] has also been 
considered for radiative cooling applications owing to its high diffuse solar reflectance (99% between 0.35 μm and 1.8 μm). A 
simulated cooling power of 171 W/m2 was reported. In terms of practical applications, a numerical study of radiative cooling used for a 
pre-cooling system indicates a reduction of 10 ◦C for the indoor air temperature by using a 100 m2 passive radiative cooling panel, 
demonstrating great energy saving potential [20]. In this study, we analyze the radiative cooling performance of a PDMS based emitter 
on top of an Ag-sputtered SiO2 substrate. PDMS is chosen due to its transparency and low absorption at solar wavelengths [21], and its 
high emissivity in the 8–13 μm atmospheric window [17], while Ag is chosen for its high solar reflectance [22]. 

As a DPRC must be opaque to solar radiation, it is infeasible for radiative cooling materials to cover the entire exterior of a building. 
Furthermore, the high luminous reflectance of DPRCs causes a glare nuisance when installed on building facades. Hence, DPRCs are 
usually limited to rooftop installations. Consequently, DPRCs cannot replace conventional windows for daylight harvesting/natural 
illumination purposes. However, thermal transmission through windows is widely recognized as a significant source of energy in-
efficiency in buildings. For instance the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory estimates that windows are responsible for 39% of 
commercial heating energy use and 28% of commercial cooling energy use in the United States [23], a problem further exacerbated by 
the high window-to-wall ratio of high-rise buildings. Herein lies the role of the smart window. Smart windows operate by modulating 
transmittance of short-wavelength solar radiation in the ultraviolet (UV), visible (VIS) and near-infrared (NIR) range in a reversible 
manner. The adaptive response of the smart window can be tuned, for instance, to mitigate heat gain from solar radiation, or radiative 
heat loss to the ambient atmosphere, adapting to local climate conditions. This modulation can be achieved by materials with optical 
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properties that adapt in the presence of voltage (electrochromism) [24], light (photochromism) [25], or heat (thermochromism) [26]. 
The TSW is well positioned as an energy efficient replacement for traditional double-glazed windows, as the passive, automatic 
response of TSWs precludes the need for external energy sources and/or control systems to manage its transmittance spectrum, while 
its simple configuration leads to low manufacturing and maintenance costs. 

TSWs feature two different states, the cold state and hot state, which occur due to a phase change in thermochromic materials (e.g., 
VO2) at a certain critical temperature, resulting in a marked change in transmittance profile. At low ambient temperatures (the cold 
state), the material features high solar transmittance, which allows solar irradiance to pass through and heat the interior of the 
building. At high ambient temperatures (the hot state), solar transmittance drops drastically, reducing thermal discomfort caused by 
the sunlight. The solar modulation ability (Δτsol) of a TSW is defined as the difference in solar transmittance between its hot and cold 
states. The temperature between the two states at which the transmittance changes most sharply is known as the transition temper-
ature (Ttran). For the practical application to save energy via passive thermal management of buildings, the desired properties of a TSW 
include a high Δτsol and a suitable Ttran near room temperature [27]. Another important property is luminous transmittance (τlum), 
which must be sufficiently high for illumination and viewing purposes, but not so high as for solar heat and glare to become sources of 
human discomfort [28,29]. Additionally, a quick transition time (within several minutes [26]), is desired to maximize energy saving. 

VO2 is the most common TSW material. The thermochromism of VO2 stems from its metal-insulator phase transition resulting in an 
abrupt change in near-infrared transmittance [30]. However, as this effect exists only at near-infrared wavelengths (typically >900 
nm), the Δτsol of VO2-based TSWs is limited. Additionally, the brown-yellow color and associated low τlum of VO2 make it not the ideal 
choice for smart window applications. The high Ttran (~68 ◦C) [27] of pure VO2 further limits its usefulness in TSWs. To address these 
deficiencies of VO2-based TSWs, approaches including nanoparticle doping [31–33] and nano/microstructures [34,35] have been 
proposed. A periodic micro-patterned VO2 film achieved 43.3% τlumand 14.9% Δτsol[35]. Bio-inspired VO2 based nano-cone structures 
[36–38] mimicking the surface pattern of moth eyes have also been proposed. 

Apart from VO2, thermochromic perovskites [39] and hydrogels [40–42] have also been explored. Thermochromism based on the 
reversible hydration/dehydration process of hybrid lead halide perovskites (CH3NH3PbI3) has recently been successfully integrated 
into TSWs, featuring color adjustment by changing the alloy composition, and Ttran which depends on relative humidity [39]. The 
transmittance modulation of this perovskite TSW occurs primarily in the UV-VIS spectrum (300–780 nm). Thermochromism in 
hydrogels has a broader range (250–1800 nm) than in perovskites, arising from a hydrophilic/hydrophobic transition. Widely studied 
thermochromic hydrogels include polyampholyte hydrogel (PAH) [40], poly (N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAm) [41] and hydrox-
ypropylcellulose (HPC) [42]. Hydrogel thermochromic smart windows (HTSW) can achieve greater τlum and Δτsol, as well as lower Ttran 
than VO2-based TSWs. For instance, the PNIPAm HTSW exhibited 73.9% τlum (nearly double that of a VO2-based TSW), 20.4% Δτsol, 
and ~32 ◦C Ttran [41], while HPC/NaCl films with 67.4% τlum and 25.7% Δτsol were reported [42]. 

Energy saving by applying the TSW is achieved by passively modulating the solar irradiation entering the indoor environment via 
temperature-response transmittance. Both optical and transition properties affect energy saving performance in real applications. 
From the summary in Table 1 of recent TSWs research, compared with perovskite TSWs, both hydrogel TSWs and VO2 TSWs have 
lower Ttran, which is preferable for the application in a typical room. Apart from Ttran , the Δτsol is another key parameter that affects the 
potential of TSWs to save building energy. A high Δτsol indicates that TSW is more capable of rejecting unwanted incoming sunlight in a 
hot climate to reduce the cooling load, while allowing sunlight to enter indoor environments in a cold climate to provide desired 
heating. Among the three categories, the hydrogel and perovskite TSWs show better performance in solar modulation with Δτsol over 
20%, showing appealing capability to save energy. Besides, the hydrogel TSW performs a relatively high transmittance at the cold 
state, which promises good viewing functionality. 

In this work, we propose a passive strategy that combines the PDMS-Silica-Ag DPRC and PNIPAm HTSW, targeting energy saving in 
buildings. First, the DPRC and HTSW are fabricated and fitted on wooden model houses. A field investigation is then conducted in 
Hong Kong’s hot and humid climate (June 2020) to examine the combined effect of the DPRC and the HTSW on the indoor air 
temperature of the model houses. To evaluate the energy saving of this strategy, we compare estimated cooling loads based on 
measured indoor air temperatures of model houses with and without the DPRC and HTSW. We expect results obtained in this study to 
offer a reference and provide further insight for promoting revolutionary energy consumption reduction and sustainability de-
velopments in buildings. 

Table 1 
Summary of the Latest Thermochromic Smart Windows in terms of their Optical and Thermochromic Performance.  

Categories Materials/Methods τlum,hot(%)  τlum,cold(%)  Δτsol (%)  Ttran(◦C)  

Perovskite Smart Windows Hydrated MAPbI3 [39] 37.4 85.4 23.1 41.8 
Hydrated MAPbI3-xClx [43] 30.3 85.2 23.7 40.1 
MAPbI3•xCH3NH2 [44] 3.0 68.0 – – 
CsPbI3-xBrx [45] 35.4 81.7 – 150 

Hydrogel Smart Windows HPC [42] 48.7 86.1 25.7 38.0 
Hydrogel wood Film [46] – – 22.9 22.9 

VO2 Smart Windows Tungsten doping [33] 62.0 68.4 7.9 30.5 
VO2 polymer film [47] 39.9 43.3 14.1 – 
VO2 wood film [48] 50.5 50.1 3.4 –  
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Daytime passive radiative cooler (DPRC) preparation and characterization 

In order to offer 24-h passive heat rejection, a radiative cooler is required to have high solar reflectance to block incoming solar 
radiation and high mid-infrared emittance to efficiently dissipate heat by thermal radiation. In this work, we adopted a daytime passive 
radiative cooler in a polymer-silica-mirror structure, where PDMS and silver are applied for the polymer and the mirror layer 
respectively (PDMS-DPRC) [15]. As the top two layers face the sky, PDMS and silica synergistically contribute to intensive electro-
magnetic emission in the wavelength range of the atmospheric window. On the other hand, a thin silver layer of about 100 nm is 
enough to provide effective reflection in broadband solar spectrum from ultraviolet to near infrared [19]. Therefore, the proposed 
radiative cooler can minimize absorption of the sunlight due to the transparency of fused silica and PDMS as well as the high 
reflectivity of silver. Even though the silver is a precious metal, the nanoscale thickness promises possibility of cost-efficient scalable 
production of the cooler. As calculated, for fabrication of a 100 m2 cooler, the silver consumption is only about 1 g (i.e., approximately 
HK$11). The fabrication of the three-layer structure is straightforward and the cooler is easily applied to the model houses built for the 
field test, promising good optical properties for the cooling effect. 

The fabrication procedures of PDMS-DPRC are presented in Fig. 1. A circular silica wafer (100 mm in diameter) of 500 μm thickness 
was first sputter coated with a 120 nm-thick silver layer, as a back reflector. PDMS was then prepared by mixing PDMS prepolymer 
(Sylgard 184 A) and thermal curing agent (Sylgard 184 B) at a mass ratio of 10:1, followed by a 30-min degassing process in a vacuum 
chamber. The prepared PDMS solution was spin-coated on the other side of the silica wafer, forming a 100 μm-thick polymer film as a 
sky-facing radiative layer. Finally, the wafer was placed in an oven at 80 ◦C for 1 h to cure the PDMS coating. 

Spectral optical properties of the fabricated cooler were first examined to verify the feasibility of the polymer-silica-mirror as a 
daytime passive radiative cooler. For wavelength range from 0.25 μm to 2.5 μm, the measurement was conducted using the 
UV–Vis–NIR spectrophotometer (SHIMADZU UV3600) and a calibrated diffuse reflector. For the infrared range from 2.5 μm to 25 μm, 
the measurement was conducted using a SHIMADZU IRAffinity-1S Fourier-transform infrared spectrophotometer with an integrating 
sphere (PIKE, Mid-IR IntegratIR), along with a mercury cadmium telluride detector. The two crucial optical properties of the radiative 
cooler are defined below. The solar reflectance R is calculated as 

R =

∫∞
0 Isolar(λ) ⋅ R(λ)dλ
∫∞

0 Isolar(λ)dλ
(1)  

where the Isolar(λ) is the reference air mass 1.5 spectra [49], R(λ) is the sample’s hemispherical diffuse reflectance. The emittance ε in 
the wavelength range of 8–13 μm is defined as: 

ε =

∫ 13μm
8μm IBB(λ,T) ⋅ ε(λ, T)dλ
∫ 13μm

8μm IBB(λ, T) ⋅ dλ
(2)  

where the IBB(λ,T) is blackbody spectral emission intensity at temperature T, and ε(λ,T) is the sample’s hemispherical diffuse emission 
at temperature T. 

2.2. Hydrogel thermochromic smart windows (HTSW) preparation and characterization 

In this work, we chose PNIPAm hydrogel as the thermochromic material for the smart window assembly as hydrogels generally 
have a lower Ttran compared with VO2-based materials, giving the HTSW the light modulation effect, linked with a local climate. The 
thermochromism of PNIPAm is induced by the temperature-sensitive interaction of water and microgel in the PNIPAm solution. When 
operating at a temperature below Ttran, PNIPAm will be at a hydrophilic swollen state, where the refractive index of microgel is 
consistent with water, resulting in high light transmittance. As the temperature increases, the PNIPAm microgel transfers from a 

Fig. 1. Fabrication process for the polymer-silica-mirror daytime passive radiative cooler.  
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hydrophilic swollen state to a hydrophobic shrunken state. The refractive index mismatch between the microgel and solvent increases, 
leading to strong light scattering and opacity. To fabricate HTSW, PNIPAm hydrogel solution was first prepared. Fig. 2(a) shows the 
fabrication procedure of hydrogel solution [50]. Materials for hydrogel synthesis, including N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAm, 98%), N, 
N′-methylenebis (acryla-mide) (BIS, 99%), sodium dodecyl sulfate, ammonium persulfate (APS, ≥ 98%) were bought from Sigma and 
J&K chemical. PNIPAm hydrogel was finally obtained after a four-step chemical mixture. In order to apply hydrogel solution to 
buildings in the form of windows, the hydrogel solution was filled into a 0.8 mm gap between two pieces of transparent glass and 
sealed with a gasket to prevent leakage of the liquid hydrogel (Fig. 2(b)). 

The optical properties, including τlum, Δτsol and Ttranof HTSW were experimentally characterized using a UV–Vis–NIR spectro-
photometer (SHIMADZU UV3600). τlum describes the amount of visible light transmitted by the windows that is useful for human 
vision under normal conditions, which is defined as 

τlum =

∫ 780nm
380nm y(λ)τ(λ)dλ
∫ 780nm

380nm y(λ)dλ
(3)  

where τ(λ) is the transmittance of the windows at wavelength λ. y(λ) is the photopic luminous efficiency of the human eye defined by 
the CIE (International Commission on Illumination) standard. The wavelength range of 380 nm–780 nm corresponds to the limits of 
human vision. The solar transmittance (τsol) is the integral transmittance under a reference air mass 1.5 spectra and is given by 

τsol =

∫ 2500nm
300nm Isolar(λ)τ(λ)dλ
∫ 2500nm

300nm Isolar(λ)dλ
(4)  

Δτsol = τsol,cold − τsol,hot (5) 

is defined as solar transmittance difference at the cold (τsol,cold) state and hot (τsol,hot) state. 
Additionally, Ttran is defined below as the temperature that results in the minimum transmittance derivative during the transition 

process under 550 nm incident light, 

Ttran = T
[

min
(

d[τ(T)@550nm]

dT

)]

(6)  

2.3. Model house design and assembly 

To evaluate and compare the energy saving potential of the two passive thermal management devices, four model houses were built 
for the field investigation. The schematic diagram in Fig. 3 shows the configuration of the model houses. The main structure of the 
model houses was built with 3 mm thick wood board, bonded with adhesive. The dimension of each model house was length 150 mm 
× width 110 mm × height 110 mm. Model House 1 (MH 1) was installed with ordinary double-glazed quartz windows (length 90 mm 
× width 90 mm × thickness 1.1 mm) on two opposite walls with a window-to-wall ratio of 28%, which is representative of local 
buildings (25%–35%). Model House 2 (MH 2) had two HTSWs installed of the same dimension as MH 1. Model House 3 (MH 3) was 
similar to MH 1 but with the PDMS-DPRC installed on the roof. The radiative cooling surface of the cooler was circular, being 100 mm 
in diameter. Model House 4 (MH 4) was equipped with both the PDMS-DPRC and the HTSW. T-type thermocouples (±0.3 ◦C un-
certainty) and light meters (RS PRO ILM1332A, ±3% uncertainty) were put inside all the model houses to measure the indoor air 
temperature and luminance, respectively. All thermocouples were calibrated before the field tests. Thermocouples and light meters 

Fig. 2. Details of HTSW fabrication and characterization. (a) Fabrication procedures for PNIPAm hydrogel (b) Cross-section of HTSW.  
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were connected to a data acquisition system (National Instruments NI9213, NI9201, CDAQ-9174) to record the data at 1-s intervals. 
Ambient temperature (±0.3 ◦C uncertainty), humidity (±3% uncertainty) and global solar irradiation (±0.2% uncertainty) were 
measured by a weather station (YG-BX) every 5 s. 

A field test lasting 48-h (from 6 p.m. on June 19, 2020 to 6 p.m. on June 21, 2020) was conducted by exposing the four model 
houses to the local climate in Hong Kong. The four model houses were mounted on a 0.7-m-high wooden table, carpeted with an 
aerogel thermal insulation sheet. The applied aerogel sheet with a thickness of 100 mm shows a thermal conductivity of 0.0018 W/ 
(m⋅K), which reduces the conductive heat loss/gain to/from the wooden table. A certain distance was kept between the model houses 
to ensure independence and validity of the measurement result. To make a comprehensive investigation of the outdoor performance of 
the proposed design, the field test was divided into two 24-h operation cycles. In the first cycle, the four model houses were arranged by 
orientating the windows in the east-west direction (Fig. 4(a)), followed by the second cycle in the north-south direction (Fig. 4(b)). 

2.4. Energy saving evaluation 

The energy saving performance of the different model houses was estimated by determining the cooling loads in the model houses 
assuming the overall heat transfer coefficient of the four model houses to be the same. According to the ASHRAE Handbook Funda-
mentals 2017 [51], the cooling load can be expressed as 

Q=UAΔT (7)  

where Q is the cooling load (W), U is overall heat transfer coefficient, A is heat transfer area (m2) and ΔT is the temperature difference 
between ambient air and indoor air (K). The energy saving is defined as the cooling load of a model house divided by that of the 
benchmarked model house (i.e., MH 1) and it can be evaluated by 

Energy  saving=
Q1 − Q

Q1
× 100% (8)  

where Q is the cooling load of the targeted model house and Q1 is the cooling load of MH 1. 

Fig. 3. Schematic of model houses for field test.  

Fig. 4. Images of field test setups. (a) Windows in the east-west orientation during the first 24-h cycle, (b) windows in the north-south orientation 
during the second 24-h cycle. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Optical performance of PDMS-DPRC and HTSW 

Fig. 5 shows the results of the optical characterization of PDMS-DPRC. Due to negligible solar absorption of the top two layers and 
excellent reflection by silver, the PDMS-DPRC shows high reflectance across the whole solar wavelength except for a sharp dip in the 
UV region, which is mainly due to the UV absorption of silver [52]. By using Equation (1), solar reflectance R of the PDMS-DPRC is 
calculated at 94.7%. Meanwhile, intrinsic extinction caused by multiple molecular vibration modes of PDMS and silica leads to 
appealing emissivity in the atmospheric transparency window range. Even outside the atmospheric window, the cooler maintains a 
high emissivity, making it a broadband radiator. Through Equation (2), emissivity ε through 8–13 μm is calculated at 94%. 

Fig. 6(a) shows the transmittance of the fabricated HTSW at the cold state (25 ◦C) and hot state (40 ◦C). A significant thermo-
chromic effect from 250 nm to 1300 nm covering the most intensive solar irradiation range is observed. A high τlum of 93.9% at the cold 
state and 25.8% at the hot state are measured, which led to a strong Δτsol of 54.3%. Ttran is measured to be around 31.4 ◦C, which 
matches the normal ambient temperature in a typical summer day in Hong Kong so as to provide light and thermal modulation for the 
indoor environment corresponding to the surrounding temperature. It should be noted that the HTSW appeared totally transparent at 
the cold state (Fig. 6(b)) and white at the hot state (Fig. 6(c)). Therefore, during the daytime operation, HTSW is expected to be opaque 
once it reaches its Ttran. Compared with normal transparent glass windows, HTSW in the hot state is able to block undesired solar 
radiation. Therefore, cooling energy consumed in buildings can be saved due to the reduced incoming solar radiation. 

3.2. Windows in the east-west orientation 

The field test results of the first operation cycle are shown in Fig. 7 where the indoor air temperatures of the four model houses (MH 
1: blue, MH 2: cyan, MH 3: red, MH 4: black), the ambient temperature (pink) as well as the global solar radiation (yellow shade) are 
presented. A photo of the sky was taken to illustrate the weather condition and demonstrate the access to the clear sky (see inset picture 
in Fig. 7). During nighttime (i.e., 6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.), the four model houses achieved a sub-ambient indoor air temperature with 
1.5 ± 0.3 ◦C reduction on average. It should be noted that the model houses without the PDMS-DPRC performed as well as those 
equipped with the PDMS-DPRC. This is mainly because the wooden structure, having comparable emissivity to that of PDMS-DPRC, 
occupied most of the area of the model houses. Generally, wood as one of the common construction materials has emissivity above 0.8 
[53]. In the nighttime, heat dissipation by thermal radiation played a leading role in heat exchange. As a result, the four model houses 
displayed a similar performance. However, during daytime, the indoor air temperatures of all model houses rose rapidly after sunrise, 
around 7:00 a.m. Noticeably, a bounce larger than 10 ◦C occurred at 8:00 a.m. since the model houses were directly exposed to the 
sunlight and were then intensively irradiated with direct solar radiation. 

During daytime operation, the indoor air temperature of the four model houses remained higher than the ambient air temperature 
and no daytime cooling was observed, indicating heat absorption from solar irradiation surpassed heat dissipation through radiative 
cooling power. Nevertheless, temperature variation among the four model houses was obvious. Note that the indoor air temperature in 
MH 3, with the help of PDMS-DPRC, was on average 2 ◦C lower than that of MH 1. The largest temperature difference of 3.6 ◦C between 
MH 3 and MH 1 was observed at 11:20 a.m. In the solar wavelength range from 0.25 μm to 2.5 μm, the PDMS-DPRC has a much higher 
reflectance than wood (70.5%), leading to less solar absorption of the PDMS-DPRC. Therefore, the PDMS-DPRCs could theoretically 
reduce solar absorption by 239 W/m2 under air mass 1.5 solar irradiance. The intensive solar absorption by the wood structure is one 
reason responsible for the high indoor temperature and another reason is due to the local humid climate, which caused a poor at-
mospheric transmittance. The average humidity measured during daytime was 74%. High atmospheric water vapor content highly 
attenuated the heat dissipation in the 8–13 μm range [8], thereby, suppressing the cooling power of the PDMS-DPRC. On the other 
hand, the HTSW shows the appealing capability to reduce the incoming sunlight. As a result, the average indoor air temperature of MH 

Fig. 5. Optical properties of PDMS-DPRC. PDMS-DPRC has 94.7% solar reflectance with an absorption dip in the UV range. Solar irradiation profile 
AM1.5 is indicated by the orange shaded region. PDMS-DPRC shows intensive MIR emissivity of 94% in the wavelength of the atmospheric window. 
Atmospheric transmittance is indicated by the blue shaded region. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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2 was 2.2 ◦C lower than that of MH 1 with the largest temperature difference of 3.6 ◦C recorded at 10:14 a.m. Among the four model 
houses, MH 4, with both the HTSW and the PDMS-DPRC, achieved the best performance during the daytime with the largest tem-
perature reduction of 4.8 ◦C. 

Fig. 6. (a) Spectral transmittance of HTSW at the cold state and hot state. Solar irradiation profile AM1.5 is indicated by the orange shaded region. 
Thermochromic effect happens at wavelengths below 1500 nm. (b) HTSW at the cold state with high τlum of 93.9%. (c) HTSW at the hot state with 
low τlum of 25.8%. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Temperature profiles of ambient air temperature and indoor air temperature of the four model houses (windows in east-west orientation) 
during the first 24-h cycle from 18:00, 19 June to 18:00, 20 June 2020. Yellow shading indicates the global solar irradiation. (For interpretation of 
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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To further reveal the functionality of the HTSW, we collected the indoor luminance data of the four model houses which is shown in 
Fig. 8. During the night and early morning, because the HTSW remained at the cold state where its optical properties perform similarly 
to normal windows, the four model houses showed the same level of indoor luminance. At sunrise, the HTSW was heated by the 
incoming sunlight. Around 8:00 a.m., the measured indoor luminance of MH 2 and MH 4, both installed with the HTSWs, dropped 
sharply, indicating the HTWSs reached the Ttran, demonstrating the solar modulation ability. Compared with the model houses with 
glass windows, the lower indoor luminance in MH 2 and MH 4 was only observed during two periods of time (08:00–10:00 and 
14:00–16:00), when the indoor luminance was reduced to half of the ambient luminance. At noon, the four model houses showed 
similar results in the indoor luminance. This time-dependent phenomenon was caused by the relative position of the windows and the 
solar track. In this case, all windows faced the east-west direction. Therefore, with sunlight at a large zenith angle, the windows played 
the dominating role in modulating the indoor lighting. With the sun over the model house at a small zenith angle (i.e., 10:00–14:00), 
the rooftop blocked direct solar irradiation and only a small amount of diffused sunlight from the ambient environment entered the 
model house, leading to insignificant differences of the indoor luminance among all the model houses (see Fig. 8 inset). As a result, 
with the sun at a large zenith angle, the opaque HTSW in MH 2 helped to reduce incoming sunlight and therefore caused a lower 
temperature than that of MH 3, meanwhile, the temperature of MH 3 was higher than that of MH 2 at noon since the shading provided 
by the HTSW was less important than that provided by the rooftop, corresponding to the interlacing of temperature profiles of MH 2 
and MH 3 in Fig. 7. 

3.3. Windows in north-south orientation 

In the second 24-h cycle, we investigated the effect of window orientation on indoor air temperature by facing the windows towards 
the north-south direction, and the results are shown in Fig. 9. During nighttime operation, the four model houses maintained a similar 
indoor temperature of about 1.1 ± 0.3 ◦C lower than the outdoor ambient air. In the daytime, similar to the first 24-h cycle, the indoor 
air temperature of the model houses was higher than the ambient temperature, and MH 2, MH 3 and MH 4 reached lower indoor air 
temperatures than MH 1. The interlacing phenomenon observed in Fig. 7 did not happen this time as the windows were now facing 
north-south. In this direction, most sunlight was blocked by the wooden structure and only part of diffused sunlight was modulated by 
the windows, which undermined the effect of the HTSW. Consequently, the luminance measured in the four model houses shows 
negligible difference in Fig. 10. 

3.4. Energy saving evaluation result 

After collecting the temperature data of the four model houses, the energy saving is evaluated according to Equation (8). Results are 
presented in Fig. 11. Because during the nighttime the four model houses had a lower indoor air temperature than the ambient air 
temperature, no cooling load is required. Therefore, in this section, the energy saving performance is mainly considered from 
09:00–15:00, when the indoor air temperature is higher than the ambient air temperature. For the east-west orientation, during the 
specific daytime period, the average energy saving of MH 2, MH 3 and MH 4 was 12%, 13% and 17% respectively. The energy saving of 
MH 4 was the most significant because, on one hand, the PDMS-DPRC produced a cooling effect and, on the other hand, the HTSM 

Fig. 8. Indoor luminance profiles of the four model houses (windows in east-west orientation) during the first 24-h cycle from 18:00, 19 June to 
18:00, 20 June 2020. Green shading indicates the ambient luminance. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader 
is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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blocked the solar heat into the model house, giving rise to the maximum energy saving of ~20%. It should be noted that even with one 
of the strategies, as in MH 2 and MH 3 which consist of only the HTSM and the PDMS-DPRC respectively, an energy saving of higher 
than 10% on average can still be achieved. Moreover, it should be pointed out that the HTSM showed a promising energy saving 
potential early in the day when solar radiation came at a large zenith angle, meanwhile the DPRC took over the dominant role in energy 
saving in the midday during which the most of incoming solar radiation fell on the rooftop of the model house. 

In the case of north-south window orientation, the average energy saving efficiencies of MH 2, MH 3 and MH 4 were 9%, 9% and 
17% respectively. By comparison, average energy saving efficiencies in the east-west orientation are higher than those in the north- 
south orientation since the direct sunlight cannot enter the model house directly through windows in the north-south orientation, so 

Fig. 9. Temperature profiles of ambient air temperature and indoor air temperature of the four model houses (windows in north-south orientation) 
during the second 24-h cycle from 18:00, 20 June to 18:00, 21 June 2020. Yellow shading indicates the global solar irradiation. (For interpretation 
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 10. Indoor luminance profiles of the four model houses (windows in north-south orientation) during the second 24-h cycle from 18:00, 20 June 
to 18:00, 21 June 2020. Green shading indicates the ambient luminance. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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the effect of the HTSW is not fully exploited, resulting in a less efficient energy saving. In other words, the HTSW is more efficient in the 
east-west orientation. Generally, incorporating the HTSW and the PDMS-DPRC can save 17% of energy for air-conditioning systems 
under intense solar irradiation regardless of the window direction. 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, for the first time, we conducted a field test to demonstrate energy saving potential by adopting thermochromic and 
daytime passive radiative cooling technologies in Hong Kong’s hot and humid summer climate. We fabricated and characterized the 
HTSW (Δτsol = 54.3%, Ttran = 31.4 ◦C) and the PDMS-DPRC (R = 94.7%, ε = 94%) and installed them into model houses. Throughout 
the 48-h field test, the effects of the window orientation on the indoor air temperature and luminance of the model houses with either 
one or both technologies were investigated. All the model houses with and without the HTSW and PDMS-DPRC had comparable 
performances during the nighttime, achieving ~1 ◦C indoor air temperature reduction compared to the ambient temperature. During 
the daytime operation, although there was no cooling effect, lower indoor air temperatures were achieved by the model houses 
installed with one or both passive technologies. The HTSW played an important role in blocking incoming sunlight after heating by the 
solar irradiation especially when its orientation matched the solar track. A 3.6 ◦C temperature difference was observed by applying the 
HTSW. The PDMS-DPRC also lowered the indoor air temperature under the intensive solar irradiation, and for the model house 
installed with PDMS-DPRC, a 3.6 ◦C temperature reduction in the daytime was also achieved. For the model house equipped with both 
PDMS-DPRC and HTSW, a 4.8 ◦C temperature reduction of the indoor air temperature throughout the 48-h field test was obtained, 
which demonstrated the great potential of the two proposed passive technologies in thermal management for building applications. 
Based on the field investigation, it was assessed that 17% of energy can be saved by applying the passive strategy of combining both 
HTSW and PDMS-DPRC. Results presented in this work for the first time demonstrate the thermal management capability of ther-
mochromic and radiative cooling materials to lower the indoor air temperature of buildings. Moreover, the energy saving potential of 
these two passive technologies shows an appealing solution in sustainability for future smart green city development. The combined 
technology is expected to be highly competitive in relieving current concerns over the increasing energy consumption and climate 
change. 
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